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 Abstract34

35

The C function which appears in the formulation for the BAS (bulk ABL similarity; ABL -36

atmospheric boundary layer) approach estimating sensible heat flux (H) at the surface under37

unstable stability conditions, was examined to investigate its universality, and whether or not it38

is a function of atmospheric stability alone, using data sets obtained from five large-scale39

experiments that took place in diverse geographical locations with different surface covers and40

climate conditions (ranging from the tropics to the boreal zone).  Coefficients in several forms41

of the C function, first assumed as a function of the stability alone, were calibrated against these42

data sets to maximize the agreement between H values derived from the BAS and those reference43

values independently determined.   The agreement of H values for this calibration, for all data44

sets except one, was excellent with an rms error on the order of 20 W m-2 under the condition that45

the exact values of surface scalar roughness and atmospheric stability were known.  The findings46

indicate that the C function is a function of stability only, and universal within this accuracy47

level.  Inclusion of another possible parameter, the ratio of the rotational height scale and the48

actual depth of the mixed layer, did not improve the results.  A selection of different scaling for49

surface layer height did not produce better results, either.  Practical limitations of the BAS50

approach were also investigated by considering one site that did not yield satisfactory results.51

Using an error propagation analysis, it was determined that this finding was mainly due to weak52

surface heating in this area under near neutral conditions and that the difference between the53

potential temperature at the surface and that in the mixed layer was too small to be used beyond54

the measurement error limit in the BAS approach.   The need for a method to estimate surface55

scalar roughness  was also identified as the largest remaining problem in the BAS approach used56

for actual flux estimations.57

58

59
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1. Introduction60

The bulk atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) similarity (BAS - the bulk ABL61

similarity) provides a framework that enables a functional relationship between surface fluxes62

and corresponding values within the ABL.  The shape and nature of universal functions to be63

determined have been the subject of study for a long time [see e.g., Brutsaert, 1982; Garratt,64

1992;  Brutsaert, 1999;  Brutsaert, 2005].  Only recently have they come to be recognized as a65

practical tool for determining surface fluxes [e.g., Brutsaert and Sugita,1991; Sugita and66

Brutsaert, 1992a].   The BAS approach has an advantage since remotely sensed variables such67

as surface temperature and possibly mixed layer quantities can be utilized.  Regional scale fluxes68

(of 102 km [Hiyama et al., 1995]) needed for many climate studies and water resource evaluations69

can also be determined.  Functional forms of the C function in the BAS equation for sensible heat70

fluxes H and the analogous Bw function for momentum flux were determined in the studies of71

Brutsaert and Sugita [1991] and Sugita and Brutsaert [1992a].  To show the usefulness of this72

approach, the forms were applied in the BAS to estimate regional H and friction velocity (u*)73

values with the data set obtained from radiosoundings during the First ISLSCP Field Experiment74

(FIFE) [Sellers et al., 1988].  Since these publications, in 1991 and 1992, several tests have been75

made regarding applicability of the BAS equations in the context of flux estimation in several76

settings and with different data sets.  For example, Brutsaert and Parlange [1996] tested the Bw77

functions with data obtained over the Landes forest in southwestern France.  Sugita and Brutsaert78

[1992b], Brutsaert and Sugita [1992], and Brutsaert et al. [1993] applied the BAS equations to79

estimate H using satellite derived surface temperatures, and Crago et al. [1995] used u* derived80

from the geostrophic wind with radiosonde-derived temperature and surface measurements of the81

skin surface temperature to estimate regional H.  More recently, Jacobs et al. [2000] used  active82

radar profilers with radio acoustic sounding systems to observe ABL wind and temperature83

values with a much better temporal sampling rate than radiosoundings.84

 Although the above mentioned exploratory studies have all indicated the potential85

of the BAS equations for estimating regional surface fluxes, one question that has only been86

answered partially is whether the universal functions C and Bw are really universal and functions87

of stability alone.  To answer this question, a test with as many experimental data sets as possible88

(not only similarity considerations to verify that all relevant variables are included and there are89

no redundant variables involved in the formulation [see e.g., Brutsaert and Sugita, 1991])90

obtained for a range of different conditions reflecting surface features, climatic conditions,91

atmospheric conditions, geographic location, etc. need to be carried out in a consistent manner.92

To some extent, for the Bw function, Sugita et al. [1999] performed this task using three data sets93
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and their result indicates that Bw can be treated as a universal function of atmospheric stability.94

For the C function a comprehensive study of this kind has not been carried out yet.  In this work,95

the three data sets in Sugita et al. [1999] and two additional data sets, one obtained in a dry96

season in the central part of Thailand and one obtained in an extensive steppe region in Mongolia,97

were used to study the universality of the C function, especially for the purpose of flux estimation98

by means of the BAS.  Since the new data sets were obtained under different conditions than the99

others, especially in terms of surface dryness and higher surface temperatures, a better and more100

thorough examination of the C function should be possible.  Therefore, it is the purpose of this101

paper to try to understand the behavior of the C function for estimating regional surface fluxes102

within the context of the BAS approach.103

104

2. Method105

2-1. Experimentations and data set106

As mentioned above, five data sets were analyzed in the present study.   Among them, three data107

sets are identical to those used for the study of the Bw function in Sugita et al. (1999), namely,108

the data sets obtained in (i) the Tsukuba Atmospheric Boundary Layer Experiment [TABLE,109

Sugita et al., 1993], (ii) the Northern hemisphere Climate Processes land Surface Experiment110

[NOPEX, Halldin et al., 1999], and (iii) the First ISLSCP Field Experiment [FIFE, Sellers, et al.,111

1988].   The fourth data set (iv) came from the GEWEX Asian Monsoon Experiment (GAME),112

where GEWEX stands for Global Energy and Water cycle Experiment. The fifth data set (v) was113

obtained from the Rangelands Atmosphere-Hydrosphere-Biosphere Interaction Study Experiment114

in Northeastern Asia [RAISE, Sugita et al., 2007].  The setting and environmental conditions in115

the various data sets are quite diverse.  For example, surface features in the experimental areas116

range from sub-urban to hilly grasslands to forests.  The climates within the experimental areas117

range from savanna to boreal, and from temperate humid to steppe to reflect both temperature and118

humidity differences.  The main features for each experimental setting and data set are119

summarized in Table 1. Since data sets (iv) and (v) are new, an outline of the observations and120

some more details of the measurement system are given in the discussion that follows. 121

122

GAME123

Intensive observations took place toward the end of a dry season from February 15124

through March 3, 1999.  Approximately 80 radiosoundings were launched 3-7 times per day from125

approximately 830 TST (Thai Standard Time) to 1800 TST together with observations of surface126

fluxes and relevant meteorological and hydrological variables on and around a 120-m tower. 127
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The surrounding area consists mainly of a mixture of deciduous and evergreen forests with128

variable heights of 5-20 m (82%), grasslands and farmland (9%) and paddy fields (8%)  on a129

generally flat area within 20 km of the tower in the dominant wind direction of E-S-W.130

Photographs of the area are available in Toda et al. [2002].131

The radiosounding system used for measurements (GPSonde, Atmospheric132

Instrumentation Research) consisted of a disposable sonde attached to a balloon with a133

thermometer,  a relative humidity sensor, a barometer with a GPS receiver, and a ground station134

that received a signal from the sonde and also from GPS satellites every second.  According to135

the manufacturer [Atmospheric  Instrumentation Research, 1995], each sensor on the sonde has136

the specification of accuracy of =0.3EC with a response time constant τ<1 s for its137 aT

temperature sensor, = 3% and τ <1 s for the relative humidity, and =1 hPa and τ<0.1 s138 RH p

for the pressure sensor.  At the ground station these raw data, transmitted from the sonde every139

second, were further processed to produce time averages.  An averaging time of 5 s was selected.140

 Wind speeds were also calculated every 5 s from the movement of a sonde determined by141

consecutive differential measurements of the GPS signals at the sonde location and at the ground142

station.  Atmospheric  Instrumentation Research [1995] indicates (from a comparison of wind143

speeds determined by this system to those from a radar) that an accuracy of 0.5 ms-1 for wind144

speeds can be obtained from this system.  A typical vertical resolution for the data is around 10145

to 30 m.  146

Other variables measured during the observation and used for the present analysis147

include sensible heat flux (H) and friction velocity (u*), estimated using the eddy correlation148

approach with a sonic anemometer (R3A, Gill Instruments) mounted at 60 m on the tower; the149

surface temperature (Ts), obtained by means of an infrared radiation thermometer (IRT, 4000.4G,150

Everest Interscience) at 30 m on the tower pointing obliquely downward; air temperature (Ta) and151

relative humidity (RH), measured by a ventilated hygro-thermometer at 60 m; air pressure (p) at152

the surface; and the latent heat flux (LE), obtained through the bandpass covariance technique153

with Ta and RH measurements together with H values from the eddy correlation method.   Details154

of the LE derivation at this site have been documented in Toda et al. [2002].  When  u* values155

were not available at the time of radiosoundings, u* from the wind speed profile equation together156

with wind speed measurements from radiosoundings within the surface layer of ABL were used,157

using roughness parameters determined for this area from Toda and Sugita [2003].  When H and158

LE observations from the above methods were not available, those derived from another sonic159

anemometer (Kaijo DA-600 with a TR-90AH prove) mounted at 30 m on the tower and from160

energy balance consideration were used. In the following discussion, H and LE values, measured161
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or determined from observations of surface flux stations, are referred to as the reference sensible162

and latent heat flux Hs and LEs, respectively. 163

164

RAISE165

A small aircraft (Antonov, AN-2) was used as a platform for measuring the166

temperature and humidity within the ABL above the surface of an extensive steppe region in167

Mongolia in the summer of 2003 [Kotani and Sugita, 2007].  An aircraft flight to the168

experimental area usually consisted of consecutive flight path segments for measurements for169

approximately half an hour at three fixed levels of, approximately, 200, 500 or 1000 m over a170

horizontal distance of 5-10 km.   Data sets used for the analysis described here were derived from171

each of these 3-level flight path segments.  A comparison of the temperatures from these 3-level172

measurements indicated a well–mixed condition for the ABL [Kotani, 2006]. Time averages of173

the variables measured in each flight segment were therefore treated as representative of, or174

equivalent to, ABL averages in the discussion that follows.  A flux station was also in operation175

to provide reference surface fluxes of  Hs and LEs by means of the eddy correlation method. 176

Surface temperature obtained by an IRT and other standard meteorological variables were also177

measured at this station [see Sugita et al., 2007 for the details of this station].178

The regional friction velocity (u*), estimated by Kotani and Sugita [2007] by applying179

the Rossby number similarity, which relates the surface stresses and the geostrophic wind G [e.g.,180

Zilitinkevich, 1975], was used in the analysis.  The roughness length z0 needed in this analysis181

was determined as  z0=0.054 m and  z0=0.430 m for NW and SE directions, respectively, from182

the topographic analysis by applying the formulation of Grant and Mason [1990] to a DEM data183

set with a horizontal resolution of 7-12.5 m and a vertical resolution of 15 m produced as part of184

ASTER 3D data set (Abrams, 2000).  The northward and eastward components of G, i.e., ug and185

vg, were determined from the pressure gradient on a 750 hPa isobaric surface from the outputs186

of the regional climate model applied to the study area [TERC-RAMS, Sato and Kimura, 2005,187

Sato et al., 2007; Sugita et al., 2007] with a horizontal resolution of 30 km and a time interval188

of one hour. 189

190

Data Selection191

Among the available potential temperature profiles, only those that satisfied the192

following criteria were used in the analysis: (i) measurements were made either in neutral or193

unstable conditions on rainfree days; (ii) surface flux stations were in operation; (iii) winds came194

from dominant wind directions; and (iv) Hs>20 W m-2 (for FIFE) or Hs>15 W m-2 (for the other195
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data sets).  Application of these criteria produced 108 profile data sets from FIFE, 23 sets from196

NOPEX, 39 sets from TABLE, 51 sets from GAME, and 17 flight segments from RAISE197

experiments.198

199

2-2. BAS equation200

The BAS formulation for H can be derived by assuming an overlap region between the mixed201

layer and the surface layer and by joining two governing equations of these layers [e.g., Brutsaert,202

1982; Brutsaert and Sugita, 1991; Brutsaert, 2005].  A recent version for the potential203

temperature is given by 204

where θa is the average potential temperature in the mixed layer, θs,r is the potential surface205

temperature determined radiometrically by an IRT, cp is the specific heat of the air, ρ is the206

density of the air, z0h,r is the radiometric scalar roughness for sensible heat, hi is the height of the207

ABL and d is the zero-plane displacement height.  Scalar roughness (z0h,r) is called “radiometric“208

because it is determined from radiometrically derived θs,r by means of an IRT.  Known [e.g.,209

Sugita and Brutsert, 1990b; Kubota and Sugita, 1994; Brutsaert and Sugita, 1996] is that the210

surface temperature of vegetated and complex surfaces cannot be defined unambiguously due to211

the variability of surface temperature within the canopy or on complex surfaces, and that a212

different θs,r can be obtained for the same surface depending on how an IRT is positioned and213

where it is aimed, which translates into potentially different values of z0h,r for the same surface.214

C is the similarity function and has been assumed to be a function of stability (hi-d)/L based on215

physical considerations [Brutsaert and Sugita, 1991] where L stands for the Obukhov length216

given by  217

218
L'&

u
(

3

k(g/Ta)(H%0.61TacpE)/(ρcp)
(2)

where k (=0.4) is the von Karman's constant, Ta is the air temperature in K, g is the acceleration219

of gravity, and E is the rate of evaporation. The functional form of C has been studied with the220

FIFE data set in Brutsaert and Sugita [1991] and Sugita and Brutsaert [1992a].  Tested forms,221

which were either selected from common forms proposed in earlier studies or derived in their222

studies, can be given as,223
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224 C'a ln[&(hi&d)/L]%b (3)

225 C'a ln[1&(hi&d)/L]%b (4)

226
C'a [&(hi&d)/L]b

(5)

227
C'ln{1%(&(hi&d)/L)a/b} (6)

228 C'Ψh[(az0)/L]%ln[(hi&d)/z0]&b (7)

where a and b are constants to be determined for each functional form and Ψh is the stability229

correction function for H for the surface layer equation (see below).  The values of a and b of230

each equation are, in general, different and were determined in their studies by a trial and error231

method in which H values were determined from (1) and (3)-(7) first with arbitrarily selected a232

and b constants for each equation.  Resulting fluxes were compared with reference Hs values and233

statistics such as the correlation coefficient (r), the ratio of the means (<Hs>/<H>), the regression234

coefficients (c and e) in a linear equation Hs=c H + e, and the root mean square (rms) error.  This235

process was repeated by changing the constants a and b in small steps, and a- and b-values that236

produced the best, on average, agreement between Hs and H were finally selected as the calibrated237

constants.   The same method was adopted in the present analysis, except that priority was given238

to the selection criterion of the smallest rms error [including the total, systematic and239

unsystematic parts, Willmott, 1981] among the others, followed by requirements for  c and e to240

produce the unique combination of constants for each data set.   Note that the C function241

determined this way to optimize the best H agreement, is not necessarily the same as a function242

aimed at producing the best representation of the relationship between C and atmospheric243

stability, since the BAS approach involves non-linear operations.244

     An initial test has indicated that the NOPEX data set requires quite different constants245

a and b in the C functions than the others, and it was decided that C functions optimized  for the246

combined four data sets excluding the NOPEX are presented first in what follows, then the247

NOPEX data set is treated separately with a discussion for the possible reasons for the different248

behavior of this data set.249

Unlike the functional forms (3)-(6) which have no physical basis, the C function250

given by (7) was derived by assuming a certain ABL model and from (1) with the potential251

temperature profile equation in the surface layer of ABL:252

253
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where θ is the potential temperature in the surface layer at z, by taking the ratio of (8) evaluated254

at height z=zm and (1) with zm-d replaced by az0 [Sugita and Brutsaert, 1992a].   The height of zm255

represents z in the surface layer where θ(zm) is equal to the mean potential temperature (θa) in the256

mixed layer.   If one assumes a surface layer overlain by a slightly stable mixed layer, which257

tends to agree with observations, zm should be somewhere between z=d  and the top of the surface258

layer.  In the past, it has been assumed [e.g., Sugita and Brutsaert, 1992a] that zm can be taken as259

the log mean height of the lower and upper limit of the surface layer.  The present analysis also260

followed this assumption.  Also in the same manner as Sugita and Brutsaert [1992a],261

b=ln(az0/z0h,r) was treated as a constant to be determined using calibrations.  From previous262

studies, a=69 derived from the height range of the surface layer 48# (z-d)/z0 #101 found for FIFE263

[Brutsaert and Sugita, 1991; Sugita and Brutsaert, 1992a], a=40 for TABLE from 18#(z-d)/z0#90264

[Hiyama et al., 1996], and a=30 from 16 # (z-d)/z0 # 56 in NOPEX [Sugita et al., 1999] were265

adopted in the following analysis;  and the mean value of a=112 was obtained for the GAME data266

set by determining the surface layer extent from visual inspection of θ profiles.  For the RAISE267

data set, the information is not available and an overall mean of a=63 for all data sets was simply268

adopted.  Such a convention is  likely acceptable since the fluxes determined from (1) with (7)269

are not very sensitive to the choice of the a value since Ψh is only a mild function of the stability.270

Values of hi were determined for GAME at the lowest height where dθ/dz$6.0 K/km271

in radiosounding profiles, as for previous studies [Brutsaert and Sugita, 1991 and Sugita and272

Brutsaert, 1992a for FIFE; Sugita et al., 1999 for TABLE; and Hiyama et al., 1999 for NOPEX].273

To avoid possible spurious values due to small oscillations in the radiosonde profiles, the validity274

of the selected height was confirmed visually on a θ vs z plot.   For the RAISE data set, use was275

made of hi values estimated by Kotani and Sugita [2007] by applying the method of Liu and276

Ohtaki [1997] in which the peak frequency of the spectra of the horizontal wind speed data277

obtained at the surface flux station was analyzed to estimate  hi. 278

In the application of (1) to estimate H, it was necessary to use an iteration procedure279

since (1) was implicit.  However, in the present analysis, values of L were evaluated280

independently with Hs, LEs and u* to simplify the procedure.  This procedure was acceptable since281

the purpose of the present analysis was to test the universality of the C function, and not to give282

estimates of H.   However, even for the purpose of deriving surface heat fluxes, this method of283
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evaluating L should not change the values markedly since C is only a mild function of (hi-d)/L.284

As for the surface roughness parameters d and z0, those previously determined for each area and285

listed in Table 2 were adopted in the analysis.  The value of z0h,r must also be specified. As286

mentioned above, when surface temperature is determined by an IRT over a vegetated or complex287

surface, z0h,r cannot be estimated unambiguously.  In the present analysis, to avoid the288

propagation of error due to the uncertainty of z0h,r into the final result, we decided to use a z0h,r289

value evaluated independently from (8) for each profile, first using known H=Hs and u* values.290

The  z0h,r values adequate for the surface layer should be the same as those for the mixed layer,291

except for the minor difference of the footprint area that variables in these two layers represent.292

Therefore, in the analysis of C functions, it can be assumed that the influence of z0h,r is293

minimal.294

295

3. Results and discussion296

As mentioned above, the C functions (3)-(7) were calibrated to maximize the agreement between297

H and Hs in all of the data sets excluding NOPEX.   Resulting coefficients (a and b) for each298

equation (3)-(7) are listed in Table 4.  Relevant statistics of the comparison between Hs and H299

estimated from (1) with (3)-(7) using the calibrated constants in Table 4, are given in Table 5 for300

each data set and for the four combined data sets.  In general, all of the functional forms of (3)-(7)301

appear to produce the same value, more or less, for H for the combined data sets, with a slightly302

better outcome for (7).  A comparison of H values from the C function (7) using Hs is shown in303

Fig.1.  Our findings are in agreement with those of Sugita and Brutsaert [1992a] for the FIFE data304

set, and with those of Sugita et al. [1999] for the Bw function.  Our findings indicate: 1) as long305

as the C function is well calibrated and the coefficients a and b are determined, the exact shape306

of the function is not quite relevant for the purpose of flux estimations; 2) a single function of307

atmospheric stability can produce consistent results for all data sets excluding NOPEX.308

Therefore, it is likely that the C function is universal.   The first observation was not unexpected309

since it is known that C is a mild function of stability, as can be seen in Fig.2 where the C310

functions (3)-(7) optimized for the combined four data sets are compared with C values311

calculated from (1) for each observation.  Also shown in the figure is the difference (δC) between312

C values from (1) and those from (3)-(7).  As mentioned previously, although the best agreement313

of H does not necessarily mean the best overall agreement of  C, (7) appears to provide better314

results than the others both for C and H  in this case; the rms value of δC for the four combined315

data sets is, 1.62 for (3), 1.72 for (4), 1.86 for (5), 2.55 for (6) and 1.54 for (7).    The difference316

among the equations is small except for near neutral stability ranges where a larger scatter of δC317
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can be seen, and this is likely one of the reasons for the slightly better performance of (7).   For318

, (7) behaves according to the assumed ABL structure and approaches319   / 0ih d L  

 which is around 2.3 if one considers the fact that zm is on the order of 1/10320    ln /i mh d z d   

of hi [Sugita and Brutsaert, 1992; Hiyama et al., 1999].  For the others the limiting value is321

arbitrary and without physical basis.  For the data sets used in the analysis, the difference only322

makes a minor difference in the H comparison.323

In order to determine the universality of the C function, particularly with respect to324

the NOPEX data set, it was necessary to analyze the difference between the data sets.  As can be325

seen from Fig.1 and Table 5, there is a small but systematic difference among the data sets when326

(7) is used to estimate C.  This difference is due to an over and underestimation of H depending327

on the data set.  For example, for the RAISE data set, H tends to be underestimated.  For the328

NOPEX data set, H tends to be overestimated.  The TABLE, FIFE and GAME data sets seem to329

produce H values that on average agree with Hs.   Although there are several possible reasons for330

these findings, they could result from either an overestimation or underestimation of Hs.  As seen331

in Table 1, Hs was estimated solely from using the eddy correlation approach for GAME and332

RAISE and partially for NOPEX, while the other data sets came largely from the Bowen ratio333

method.  The energy balance is quite often not closed when Hs and LEs  are measured334

independently by an eddy correlation system.  Majority reports that the sum of Hs and LEs is335

smaller than the available energy, which implies a possible relative underestimation of Hs and336

LEs using the eddy correlation approach, although other energy balance terms also need to be337

considered.  However, even though this could explain the overestimation in the NOPEX data set,338

it does not provide a consistent and comprehensive explanation for the behavior of all data sets,339

and, therefore, cannot be the only reason.  Another possible explanation for the systematic340

difference found for each data set is that the C function is a function of not only atmospheric341

stability but also other factors even though their influences may be much smaller.  Possible342

factors that were dealt with in the past include baroclinicity, the ratio of the convective height343

scale (hi) and the rotational height scale (hr), the diurnal heating effect, inertia, large-scale344

advection, entrainment, and subsidence among others.  Brutsaert and Sugita [1991] concluded345

from reviews of past studies and from an additional considerations that these factors are probably346

negligible as long as a layer averaged scalar variable such as θa is used in the BAS.   However,347

as mentioned above, there has not been an extensive experimental evaluation of this issue.348

Therefore, it is still possible that some of these additional parameters play a role in the shape of349

the C function.   Recently, Kotani and Sugita [2007] explored this idea in the formulation of the350

mixed layer variance similarity.  Although, in the past, there have not been many studies on this351
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subject, the mixed layer temperature variance σθ scaled with the convective temperature scale T*,352

namely, has been treated as a function of hi and entrainment fluxes [e.g., Sugita and353    / *T

Kawakubo, 2003].  Kotani and Sugita [2007] tested this idea further by considering additional354

non-dimensional variables that may affect the mixed layer variance using large-scale data355

obtained by means of a regional climate model calibrated specifically for the area [Sato et al.,356

2007].  In their analysis, was treated as a multi-variable equation357    / *T
358

  * 0/ / , , , , , , ,i xi yi x yT z d L A          (9)

in  which  non-d imens ional  var iables  are  def ined as  , ,359 0
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is the sensible heat flux with the  subscripts 0 and  i indicating surface and the top of ABL;361 w

and hr (= ) is the Ekman layer depth.  Kotani and Sugita [2007] found that each parameter362 1
*ku f 

was equally important and with the inclusion of all these additional parameters, the accuracy of363

the sensible heat flux, as estimated from  measurements, increased by approximately 25%.364 

Therefore, it is possible that these factors also have some influence on C values.  Unfortunately,365

due to data limitations, the only parameter that could be tested in the present data sets was ν0.  366

The C function was modified to include the ν0 tem; in the case of (7), it reads 367

 368
C'Ψh[(az0)/L]%ln[(hi&d)/z0]%m1ν

m2

0 %m3 (10)

The coefficients m1, m2, and m3 were determined in the same manner to determine (3)-(7) to369

achieve the goal of the best agreement, on average, between H from (1) and (10), and Hs. The370

coefficients of m1=0.01, m2=0.354, m3=4.17 were determined and the relevant statistics were371

determined again for the same four data sets.   However, the improvement was not substantial and372

the systematic difference among the data sets in Fig.1 was not reduced significantly.  Perhaps this373

is not too surprising since Kotani and Sugita [2007] reported that each of the possible additional374

parameters has similar effect in reducing the error and perhaps ν0 alone is not quite sufficient.375

Also, the study of Kotani and Sugita [2007] deals with the second moment while the current376

paper utilizes the first moment; higher moments in general tend to be susceptible to many factors.377

Clearly, further study is needed to solve this problem. 378

Another argument that can be applied to (7) is that the scaling variable for deriving379

this particular form of the C function may not be applicable to all data sets.  As noted,380 0mz d az 
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was assumed in the derivation, and represents the height in the surface layer whose381 mz d

potential temperature is the same as the mixed layer average.  Brutsaert [1999] reasoned382

that could be scaled with hi for moderately rough terrains while for rougher surface scaling383 mz d

using z0 was more adequate.  Actually other suggestions have also been made.  For example,384

Garratt [1980] proposed using the spacing of the surface roughness elements.  At any rate, if hi385

is to be used, (7) takes the form386

387 ln( )i
h

h d
C b b

L

    
 

(11)

388

and b=0.12 has been suggested [see Brutsaert, 2005].  The version of the C function that should389

be applied depends on the surface features, and Brutsert [1999] provided criteria that (11) can be390

used whenever is larger than . For mean values of hi-d and z0,  GAME and RAISE391  ib h d 0az

are judged to fall in the category of moderately rough terrain.   Thus for these two data sets (11)392

was adopted in (1), while for the other data sets (7) (with the same coefficients in Table 4) was393

used.  However, the resulting statistics for the H and Hs comparison are essentially the same as394

those in Table 5; and therefore the choice of relevant scaling in the height range of the surface395

layer does not appear as important as the stability.   Therefore, it is not completely conclusive,396

whether or not the systematic difference among the data sets is the manifestation of additional397

factors not considered in the formulation of the C function.  However, it is also quite clear that398

the role of additional factors, if any, is likely to be small and that the C function can be treated399

as a universal function of stability alone, for the purpose of estimating H fluxes within an400

accuracy level of 10-20 W m-2; provided that a properly calibrated C function is used and that401

other errors can be assumed negligible (see below).402

Another aspect one notices easily in Fig. 1 is the difference of the degree of scatter403

of the points for each data set.   As mentioned, the scatter is larger with the NOPEX data set404

followed by RAISE, while it is much smaller for the other data sets, as can be confirmed in Table405

5 by noticing the smaller R2 and larger rmsdu values.   This finding was further investigated by406

evaluating the probable error (δH) of estimating H by means of (1) with (7).  A probable error407

(δx) in a function x=f(y1,y2, ..., yn), which consists of several variables (yi) with their own absolute408

error (δyi) can be evaluated, in general, by409

410  
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[e.g., Bevington and Robinson, 1992].  The probable error can be easily applied to the BAS411
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approach using (1)  and (7) by assuming that the main sources of error are , , and412    s r a,    u*

z0h,r and by denoting their errors as δΔθ, δu*, and δ z0h,r.   To reflect the condition and nature of413

the analysis shown in Fig.1 and Table 5, δ z0h,r=0 was assumed.  With a typical order of414

magnitude of  K, ms-1  and with average conditions of Δθ=1.6 K (NOPEX),415 0.5   * 0.1u 

3.7 K (FIFE), 9.3 K (RAISE), 7.0 K (TABLE), and 10.2 (GAME), the probable error of δH=57416

W m-2 was derived for NOPEX, while it was found to be smaller (14-36 W m-2) for the other four417

data sets.  Clearly, the distinctive stability condition that is closer to neutral at the NOPEX site418

than the others played an important role in the scatter of the NOPEX result.  The near neutral419

stability resulted for NOPEX mainly from the two factors of smaller Δθ and larger u*; the mean420

u* for NOPEX (=1.02 m s-1) was much larger than the others (=0.2-0.7 ms-1) but the mean Hs was421

about the same (=100 W m-2) for all five data sets.   This can be interpreted as a practical422

limitation of the BAS approach in the estimation of H.  When and where Δθ is small, BAS is not423

expected to work, not because of a theoretical shortcoming, but because the magnitude of Δθ is424

too close to the measurement error limit.   425

The scatter in the H comparison for the RAISE data set, which is slightly larger than426

the others except for the NOPEX result, may not be able to be explained from the above error427

propagation analysis.  In fact, the error analysis indicates a smaller probable error of 15 W m-2.428

Therefore, additional error sources not examined above must have played a role.  Possible429

additional sources of error that are specific to the RAISE observation include the fact that ABL430

measurements were carried out by an aircraft at a single level, that hi was estimated indirectly431

from the surface turbulence data, and that u* values were derived from the Rossby number432

similarity.   Each of these may have contributed to the additional scatter. 433

Finally, it is of practical interest to apply (1) in a prognostic mode to estimate H, once434

C functions have been calibrated, since it is important to highlight other practical limitations of435

the BAS approach besides the C function.  Among such possible limitations, the difficulty of436

estimating z0h,r is probably the largest obstacle in the application of the BAS.  For this purpose,437

z0h,r needs to be estimated independently for each profile.  This was carried out by deriving an438

empirical relationship between z0h,r and the solar elevation α (FIFE, TABLE and NOPEX), or by439

taking an average value of ln(z0h,r) (GAME and RAISE).  For the three data sets, the adopted form440

was441

442 2
1 2 3, e x po h rz a a a  

 
 

   (13)

where the coefficents were, with α expressed in degrees, =0.021, =-1.783, and =38.2443 1a 2a 3a

(northerly wind case); =0.015, =-1.801, and =53.0 (SW wind case) for NOPEX; for444 1a 2a 3a
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TABLE, =0.020, =-2.231, and =26.0 (southerly wind case), and =-0.011, =1.533,445 1a 2a 3a 1a 2a

and =-73.4 (easterly wind case).   For FIFE they were reported in Sugita and Brutsaert [1992a].446 3a

Although these equations gave the best agreement, the coefficient of determination was generally447

not very high, with R2=0.2-0.6.  Therefore, the exact shape of the function does not likely provide448

any specific physics behind the empirical equations.449

With the estimated  z0h,r value together with θa, θs,r and hi for each profile, the450

application of (1) with (7) produced an estimation of H for each profile.  Again, for the451

determination of L, Hs, and LEs were used to simplify the procedure and should not make much452

difference in the final result.  The resulting H values were compared with the corresponding Hs453

values.  The statistics are given in Table 6 for the result with (1) and (7) as an example.  Clearly,454

the uncertainty of the  z0h,r value has a significant effect on the estimation of  H by means of the455

BAS, as the average rms error became worse from 20 W/m2 to 72 W/m2 when z0h,r derived for456

each profile was replaced with z0h,r estimated from (13) or with average z0h,r values.   This result457

can also be explained using the same error propagation analysis given above, but with typical458

δz0h,r values assigned for each data set.  The order of magnitude δz0h,r was also estimated by459

applying (12) to (8), with the mean values of z0h,r, u*, Hs, Δθ, and (z-d)/L, and the prescribed value460

of δHs=20 W m-2, and should represent the probable error of z0h,r estimated from surface layer461

measurements.   The values for δz0h,r=8×10-2 m (FIFE), 3×10-2 m (RAISE), 3×10-4 m (TABLE),462

2×10-3 m and 7×100 m (NOPEX) were obtained, which will immediately produce δH estimates463

of 70-103 W m-2.  Although this simple analysis does not include error due to the use of (13) or464

overall averages, the resulting values show that errors from the measurements tend to dominate.465

Thus, a method to evaluate the scalar roughness is still an important issue for the estimation of466

surface fluxes [see e.g., Brutsaert and Sugita, 1996; Sugita and Brutsaert, 1996; Crago, 1998;467

Crago and Suleiman, 2005], although it is outside the scope of the present paper.468

469

4. Conclusions470

The C function that appears in the bulk ABL similarity equation for sensible heat flux was471

determined and analyzed using five data sets that covered a wide range of geographic locations,472

stability and surface conditions.  The results indicate that the C function can be treated as a473

function of atmospheric stability (hi-d)/L alone and that a single function can be used for all data474

sets.  In other words, the C function can be regarded as a universal function of (hi-d)/L.  The475

statements above can be considered valid  within the accuracy that it provides sensible heat flux476

estimates that agree with the reference values leading to rms errors on the order of 20 W m-2, on477

average, if the scalar roughness z0h,r and Obukhov length L can be determined without any error.478
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To obtain further accuracy of the fluxes, factors other than stability such as  baroclinicity, large-479

scale advection, etc. may still have influence, but an analysis to include  as an additional480 0
i

r

h

h
 

parameter of the C function did not improve the accuracy of H estimates.  Since other possible481

factors were not tested, this finding is not conclusive and further study is needed to fully482

understand the issue.   483

Although an investigation of BAS approach using the C function has shown great484

potential for the estimation of surface sensible heat fluxes, it is not without limitations.  One such485

limitation is its application under near neutral stability conditions, as was identified with the486

NOPEX data set for which the difference between the surface potential temperature and the487

mixed layer average temperature was small and the surface friction velocity was large.  Thus,488

measurement errors dominate the error of final estimates of H.   Similarly, error propagation due489

to the problem inherent to the scalar roughness estimation was investigated by comparing the490

results between those H estimates with z0h,r determined for each profile (i.e., z0h,r values were491

assumed to be known) and those with z0h,r estimated independently either as an average for each492

site or as estimates from solar elevation.  Apparently this is a serious problem, in general, in bulk493

formulations that utilize radiometrically determined surface temperatures.  494

495
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Figure caption660

Figure 1.  Comparison of the sensible heat flux.  Reference values of Hs were compared against661

H values from: (1) with the similarity function (7) and the constants given in Table 4.  In the662

comparison, H values were estimated using the assumption that z0h,r and L were exactly known663

for each data set.664

665

Figure 2.  The lower right panel gives the C functions (3)-(7) using constants listed in Table 4,666

calibrated for the four combined data sets (excluding NOPEX) aimed at producing the best667

agreement of H.  Also given are the C values derived from measurements by inverting (1).  For668

(7), it was not possible to draw a single line since it includes the site specific parameter of z0.669

Therefore cross symbols are used to show C values from (7) with given conditions of each ABL670

measurement.  The other panels indicate the difference (δC) between C values derived from671

measurements and those estimated from (3)-(7).  For clarity, those points in the range of672

, in which the majority exists, are shown.673  0 / 500ih d L  
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Table 1 Experimental Settings and Data Sets694

695

696 FIFE TABLE NOPEX GAME RAISE

Location697 NE Kansas,

USA

96E33N47OW

39E06N59ON

340 m asl

Tsukuba, Japan

140E05N57OE

36E06N37ON

30 m asl

75 km N of Uppsala,

Sweden,

17E35N30OE

59E55N30ON 

20 m asl

Central part,

Thailand

99E25N78OE

16E56N38ON

121 m asl 

NE Mongolia

108゜44'14.4''E

47゜12' 50''N

1235 m asl

Climate698 temperate humid temperate humid boreal savanna steppe

Surface699

condition700

tall grass prairie sub-urban features with

forests/woods,

agricultural sites, grass

fields, and rice paddies

dense boreal forests with

clearings mainly used for

agriculture.  

mixture of

deciduous and

evergreen forest,

paddy fields, farm

land and grassland

extensive steppe

Topography701 dissected rolling

hill

flat flat flat generally flat

Observation702 May-September,

1987; August-

September, 1989

August, 1992 June-July, 1995 February-March

(dry season), 1999

July, August,

October, 2003

Reference703 Sellers et al.

[1988]

Sugita and

Brutsaert [1992]

Sugita et al. [1993]

Sugita et al. [1997]

Halldin et al. [1999]

Hiyama et al. [1999]

Toda et al. [2002]

Toda and Sugita

[2003]

Sugita et al. [2007]

Kotani and Sugita

[2007]



ABL704

profiles705

radiosoundings radiosoundings radiosoundings radiosoundings Aircraft

u*706 radiosondes

wind speed and

surface layer

profile equation

[Sugita et al.,

1999]

radiosondes wind speed

and surface layer profile

equation [Sugita et al.,

1999]

radiosondes wind speed and

surface layer profile

equation [Sugita et al.,

1999]

eddy correlation

approach or from

radiosondes wind

speed and surface

layer profile

equation [Toda

and Sugita, 2003]

Rossby number

similarity with

geostrophic winds

from regional

climate model

[Sato et al., 2007,

Kotani and Sugita,

2007].

Surface heat707

fluxes708

Bowen ratio

stations,

evaluated as

averages of six

stations for the

1987 data set or

surface layer

profile equation

(8) for the 1989

data set.

Bowen ratio and eddy

correlation stations,

evaluated as the

weighted averages of 5

stations with the

fractional areas of 5

surface types as

weighing factors 

Bowen ratio and eddy

correlation stations

evaluated as weighted

averages of 2 stations with

the fractional areas of forest

and farmlands as weighing

factors 

eddy correlation

station

eddy correlation

station



Surface709

temperature710

median of 12

IRTs

weighted mean of IRT

measurements at 5 major

surface types

weighted mean of IRT

measurements at two major

surface types

IRT IRT

Number of711

data712

108 39 23 51 24

Data source713 Strebel et al.

[1994]

N/A Lundin et al. [1999] Agata [2002] Sugita et al. [2008]

714

715

716

717



718

719

Table 3 Roughness length and displacement height of each data set720

721

Data set722 Wind

direction

z0 (m) d (m) reference

TABLE723 S 0.80 4.0 Hiyama et al.

[1996]E 0.72 4.0

NOPEX724  5/2-

5/12,

1995

 N 2.10 10.8 Hiyama et al.

[1999]
 SW 2.28 11.8

6/19-

7/10,

1995

 N 2.15 10.8

 SW 2.33 11.8

FIFE725 E-SW 1.05 26.9 Sugita and

Brutsaert [1990a]

GAME726 NE-S

and

W-N

0.31 15.7 Toda and Sugita

[2003]

RAISE727 NW

SE

0.054

0.430

0 Kotani and Sugita

[2007]

728

729



730

731

Table 4 Coefficients a and b determined by calibration to optimize the agreement of H for the four combined data sets.732

733

Equation number734 a b

(3)735 1.07 1.44

(4)736 0.739 2.76

(5)737 1.58 0.279

(6)738 0.924 0.131

(7)739 N/A 4.17

740



Table 5 Statistics in the comparison of Hs and H estimated by the BAS approach with the C741

function (3)-(7) calibrated with four data sets excluding NOPEX.  Statistics for each data set742

were calculated for H estimated with C functions using coefficients calibrated for the combined743

data set given in Table 4, under the assumption that z0h,r and L were exactly known for each data744

set.745

746

747 equation

number

R2 c e [Hs]/[H] rms error rmsds rmsdu

FIFE748 (3) 0.970 0.979 11.5 1.07 16.3 13.5 9.1
(4) 0.974 0.918 5.41 0.957 15.4 12.3 9.2
(5) 0.972 1.07 8.53 1.14 21.9 13.2 17.4
(6) 0.976 0.956 9.03 1.03 12.9 11.9 4.9
(7) 0.984 0.956 7.79 1.01 10.6 9.7 4.1

TABLE749 (3) 0.980 0.918 3.18 0.966 4.7 4.7 3.1
(4) 0.976 0.897 2.22 0.930 6.7 3.9 5.6
(5) 0.978 0.989 0.177 0.992 3.6 3.6 0.6
(6) 0.978 0.908 2.87 0.951 5.5 3.6 4.1
(7) 0.880 0.952 0.393 0.958 4.9 3.9 3.1

NOPEX750 (3) 0.250 0.137 114 0.690 150.6 36.7 146.5
(4) 0.117 0.025 131 0.321 647.1 39.9 645.7
(5) 0.567 0.537 49.1 0.819 50.2 27.9 41.8
(6) 0.181 0.074 123.0 0.546 257.3 38.4 254.6
(7) 0.411 0.364 68.0 0.695 85.0 32.6 78.5

GAME751 (3) 0.994 1.05 0.456 1.05 9.1 5.2 7.4
(4) 0.990 1.03 2.22 1.05 10.0 7.2 6.9
(5) 0.976 1.11 -0.982 1.11 18.9 11.1 15.3
(6) 0.994 1.04 1.03 1.05 8.9 5.4 7.0
(7) 0.994 0.980 3.74 1.01 5.43 5.17 1.74

RAISE752 (3) 0.743 0.663 52.8 1.06 26.1 19.0 18.0
(4) 0.719 0.716 51.4 1.12 28.0 19.9 19.9
(5) 0.828 0.653 55.4 1.07 25.5 15.6 20.4
(6) 0.733 0.684 52.1 1.08 26.5 19.4 18.2
(7) 0.764 0.652 56.0 1.08 27.2 18.3 20.2

combined753

data set754

excluding755

NOPEX756

(3) 0.964 0.996 6.76 1.05 15.0 13.6 6.3
(4) 0.958 0.947 6.06 0.995 15.2 14.7 4.0
(5) 0.958 1.07 4.63 1.11 19.7 14.9 12.9
(6) 0.968 0.981 5.99 1.03 13.4 12.8 3.9
(7) 0.987 0.961 6.53 1.01 12.0 11.6 3.4

R2 is the coefficient of determination, c and e are the slope and intercept in the regression equation757

Hs=cH+e; [Hs]/[H] is the ratio of the means; rmsds is the systematic root mean square error, equal to758

, and rmsdu is the unsystematic root mean square error, equal759  1
1

2
1 2
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n y xi ii
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to  [Willmott, 1981].760  1
1
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Table 6  Statistics for the comparison of Hs and H estimated by means of the BAS approach with the C761

function (7) and coefficients given in Table 4, and z0h,r estimated independently using the solar elevation762

(FIFE, TABLE and NOPEX) or given as averages (RAISE and GAME).  For all data sets, the estimation763

was made under the assumption that the value of L was exactly known for each data set. 764

765

766 equation

number

R2 c e [Hs]/[H] rms error rmsds rmsdu

FIFE767

(7)

0.880 0.827 19.8 0.971 31.2 27.0 15.6
TABLE768 0.219 0.429 37.3 1.03 26.5 21.6 15.4
NOPEX769 0.131 0.280 87.6 0.727 77.3 39.5 66.5
GAME770 0.564 0.832 26.5 1.02 49.0 47.7 11.5
RAISE771 0.912 0.262 61.3 0.461 194.8 11.3 194.4

combined772

data set773

excluding774

NOPEX775

0.561 0.514 50.6 0.868 72.5 47.8 54.5

R2 is the coefficient of determination; c and e are the slope and intercept of the regression equation776

Hs=cH+e; [Hs]/[H] is the ratio of the means; rmsds is the systematic root mean square error, and rmsdu777

is the unsystematic root mean square error.778


